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Editor’s Perspectives – ASiT abstractsWe are always delighted to include during the year the abstracts
of papers presented at the annual meeting of The Association of
Surgeons in Training, an Association dear to my heart as a founder
member. The diverse articles demonstrate just how vibrant both
bench and clinical research is amongst the trainees in the UK.
Surgical training has changed dramatically in the UK since I was
a resident. It hasmoved from one of apprenticeship to amore struc-
tured team training. The former could be haphazard whilst the
latter too rigid. Forty years ago one could end up working for a
talented, perhaps gifted surgeon, and/or a brilliant teacher.
Alternatively, he/she could be a poor technical surgeon not
interested in teaching. Today one trains under a team or Hospital
Trust in the UK which again may provide excellent training from
dedicated consultants, or the Hospital may be a “failing” one with
overstretched surgeons. In both eras it could/can be pure luck
whether one was fortunate or not as to where one ended/ends up
being a registrar. In the past it was by word of mouth as to who
were good trainers, though one still had to secure the job against
stiff opposition. I am sure the same happens today with training
centres being labelled good or bad.
What has deﬁnitely changed dramatically in the UK is the
amount of “hands on” surgery performed by trainees then and
now. In my time one often heard the phrase “see one, do one,
teach one”. However I was fortunate to work with Consultants
and Senior Registrars who guided one through operations and
helped build up one’s surgical skills. One might say that that is
what happens today, but there is one enormous difference – the
volume of surgery performed. As a Registrar with Aubrey York Ma-
son, I performed over 30 partial gastrectomies in a year, and, as a
Senior Registrar, looking back through my log book I note that I
performed 8 superﬁcial parotidectomies in a month (probably
when the “boss” was on holiday).
Thewaiting lists were long and duringmy time at St. Helier Hos-
pital, Carshalton, my Senior Registrar and Senior House Ofﬁcers and
myself reduced the elective list from >900 to <25. What an expe-
rience. Everyone pulled their weight and it was fun. Of course there1743-9191/$ – see front matter  2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Surgical A
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsu.2013.08.001was no European Working Time Directive! We operated into the
evenings and at weekends ensuring those junior were taught and
performed. On top of this the team were on call for emergencies
on alternate nights which were busy.
In reality neither that type ofworking nor the present system are
right. I do not believe one can become a surgeonwith enough expe-
rience in all the aspects of surgery (not just the technical side) in 40
hours perweek. Equally our trainingwas too intense and led to fam-
ily problems and less rounded people. I have always felt the Amer-
ican 80 hour week was a good compromise, though would accept
in some surgical specialties 65 hours may be sufﬁcient.
Surgical training on simulators has blossomed thanks to Mini-
mal Access Surgery and out of necessity with the EWTD. However
few centres can afford the sophisticated simulation operating
rooms, etc. Also, at the end of the day, nothing can replace the
real thing as the coca cola advert tells us! Simulation does help
teach surgical skills but surgeons need to be in the Operating Room.
Working in the Caribbean, surgical training has remained as the
old British mode but with more structure. The hours are long (80
hoursþ) but the experience and “hands on training” is immense.
All surgical specialties still have to complete two years of basic sur-
gery in all the surgical specialties with emphasis on basic sciences. I
believe this to be invaluable whatever one’s ﬁnal surgical specialty.
In this I disagree with the American system in which specialty
training commences straight after internship.
I think the answer for the future is greater cross fertilization
with exchange programmes which could and should be instituted
between different countries to complement their surgical training
programmes.R. David Rosin, Professor of Surgery
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